4,710,847 - M01 - Match SOS SSN to DDS SSN or License Number
162,463 - M03 - Match SOS Last name, First name and DOB to DDS
3,171 - M04 - Match SOS Last Name, First Name, Date of Birth, Postal Co
   68 - Match - Deceased
  9,312 - Match - Move Out of State

198,378 - M12 - No Match

5,084,239 - Total Statewide active and inactive voters

Breakdown of the Matched voters by DDS document status Description:

Valid 4,568,919
Expired 216,318
Suspension 35,103
Cancellation 3,408
Not Licensed 7
Disqualified 162
Revocation 1,689
Surrendered 50,848
Other 4
Denial 23
Deceased 68
Moved out of State 9,312

Total Matched Voters 4,885,861